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Abstract: Web shell is a malicious script file that can harm web servers. Web shell is often used by intruders to perform a series of malicious operations on website servers, such as privilege escalation and sensitive information leakage. Existing web shell detection methods have some shortcomings, such as viewing a single network traffic behavior, using simple signature comparisons, and adopting easily bypassed regex matches. In view of the above deficiencies, a web shell detection method based on multiview feature fusion is proposed based on the PHP language web shell. Firstly, lexical features, syntactic features, and abstract features that can effectively represent the internal meaning of web shells from multiple levels are integrated and extracted. Secondly, the Fisher score is utilized to rank and filter the most representative features, according to the importance of each feature. Finally, an optimized support vector machine (SVM) is used to establish a model that can effectively distinguish between web shell and normal script. In large-scale experiments, the final classification accuracy of the model on 1056 web shells and 1056 benign web scripts reached 92.18%. The results also surpassed well-known web shell detection tools such as VirusTotal, ClamAV, LOKI, and CloudWalker, as well as the state-of-the-art web shell detection methods.
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1. Introduction

Web shell is a kind of malicious script uploaded by an attacker to an infected web server. Attackers often upload well-crafted web shell scripts through SQL injection, file inclusion/upload vulnerabilities, and cross-site scripting attacks. The purpose of web shells is to keep persistent access to infected computers/servers in order to perform a series of malicious exploits, such as system sensitive command execution, stealing and tampering with user data, and modifying the website’s homepage. Meanwhile, web shell is also an important part of advanced persistent threat (APT) attacks [1], which can cause significant damage to governments and large enterprises. Therefore, it is very important to design a reasonable and effective web shell detection method.

Although the academic and industrial communities have proposed a series of detection methods and defense solutions for web shell (i.e., auditing the source code before the program is released, real-time monitoring while the program is running), in the enterprise setting, the operating system or application program may not be updated in time, and the unknown software from third-parties can be
downloaded unconsciously. It is easy for attackers to use these vulnerabilities and upload web shells for their purposes. If the analyst can promptly find the web shell after the incident and delete/isolate it immediately, it can also effectively prevent the attacker from further harmful actions. However, existing web shell detection methods face a series of challenges. First, the behavior of an attacker using web shells for C&C (command & control) connection interaction can be disguised, and the attacker can easily bypass network-traffic-based detection using infrequent interactions [2–5]. For example, attackers try to lengthen the front of the attack and execute the required command only after a certain period of time, which makes the steps of these malicious acts in different periods look similar to normal ones. On the contrary, if a dynamic method is adopted for context detection, the storage of a massive amount of log data and the overhead of the required memory will be a big disaster. In this paper, the dynamic detection method will not be considered. Secondly, a web server often contains a large number of scripts, such as function scripts and plug-in scripts. Furthermore, the content of web scripts may change frequently over time (e.g., the file signature characteristics of a script file containing the current time will continue to change dynamically). In this case, the web shell detection method based on file signatures [6] will be inapplicable. Moreover, web shell is usually written in high-level languages such as PHP, ASP, JSP, and Python. Although the regular matching method [7] can identify some of the web shells, the lexical and syntactic features of high-level languages cannot be fully reflected by regular expressions.

In response to the above challenges, this paper proposes a web shell detection method based on multiview feature fusion. The main contribution of this paper is as follows:

1. A multiview feature fusion mechanism is presented, which can extract lexical features, syntactic features, and abstract features from PHP scripts. Features that can effectively represent web shells are integrated and extracted from multiple levels.
2. In order to determine the features that are reasonable for classification, a Fisher scoring mechanism is used to rank the importance of the features, and then the best features for subsequent classification are determined through experiments.
3. The use of optimized SVM for effective classification of malicious web shell has achieved satisfactory classification accuracy on large-scale data sets, and the overall performance is better than the state-of-the-art web shell detection tools and methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys the relevant work, Section 3 covers the methodology in detail, Section 4 presents the overall evaluation of our method, and Section 5 concludes our work.

2. Related Work

In order to effectively detect and combat web shell, the existing web server’s security response strategy can be divided into the following three types: pre-event detection strategy, mid-event detection strategy, and post-event detection strategy.

The pre-event detection strategy refers to the vulnerability scanning and vulnerability mining of the web server when the attack does not occur. Huang et al. [8] proposed a framework to generate test cases to reveal web server vulnerabilities. Son et al. [9] proposed a semantic-based method to identify PHP web applications with vulnerabilities (for example, the presence of infinite loop features, lack of authorization check functions). In addition, existing works [10–12] use static program analysis to detect web applications that are vulnerable to SQL injection and XSS (i.e., cross site scripting [13]) attacks. In addition to the above research, there is a series of web vulnerability scanning tools, such as Nikto2 [14] and WebInspect [15], which are widely used by the industry. Pre-event detection can only help the analyst understand the vulnerabilities in the web server system or application software. However, due to the complexity and diversity of the methods used by attackers, just scanning and repairing the vulnerabilities does not prevent the upload of suspicious code. It is also hard to reveal the hazards that will occur.
Correspondingly, the method of detection in the event (mid-event detection strategy) has been proposed by many researchers, that is, the real-time detection of behavior, namely, the attacker is uploading the web shell or using vulnerabilities or software vulnerabilities to cause harm to the web server. For example, Almgren et al. [16] developed a lightweight online attack detection tool to monitor the behavior of web servers in real-time. Kruegel et al. [17] established a statistical model to describe normal network requests and identified obvious deviations as abnormal. Robertson et al. [18] used multiple features to detect abnormal web behavior. The difficulty of anomaly detection technology lies in how to construct normal activity labels and how to design statistical algorithms so as to avoid marking normal operations as suspicious ones or ignoring real intrusion. In fact, anomaly detection technology will introduce a large number of false alarms while reducing false negatives, making it difficult to apply to real scenarios. In this regard, hybrid detection technology was proposed by Ko et al. [19], who developed a language framework through the analysis of program execution sequence and concurrent program grammatical events and finally customized event tracking strategy for real-time web intrusion detection. The experimental results of Prem et al. [20] proved that the strategy-based method is superior to a single feature detection or anomaly detection method. Hossain et al. [21] proposed an application-independent strategy to detect advanced persistent threat attacks represented by web shell by extracting origin information from audit data to improve detection level and used a custom IP address whitelist for intrusion screening; however, for a complex web server environment such as Linux/Windows, it seems to be powerless. Most of the mid-event detection strategies are based on prior knowledge, and there are problems such as high false positives and difficulty in customizing mining rules.

Although both pre-event detection strategy and mid-event detection strategy can avoid the harm of web shell to a certain extent, there is still no guarantee that all vulnerabilities and attacks will be completely avoided. Assuming that analysts can find web shell scripts in time and take further measures such as deletion and isolation after the incident, they can also effectively prevent attackers from further harmful actions. Therefore, it is necessary to design effective post-event detection strategies and mitigation measures. Starov et al. [22] analyzed a large number of real web shells to reveal their functions and studied how attackers use web shells by establishing “honeypots”. However, it may take a lot of time to configure the “honeypot” and obtain the corresponding attack intentions. Therefore, it is hard to ensure the real-time ability and effectiveness of web shell detection. In addition, some web shells have a “honeypot” detection function, which will automatically disable certain malicious behaviors in the “honeypot” to fight the detection engine. Tian et al. [5] proposed a web shell detection method based on network traffic, which uses convolutional neural networks to monitor and model the web shell runtime traffic. This method has two disadvantages. First, if the attacker stretches the front of the attack and executes the required command only once in a while, and the command self is proposed as normal behavior, this can undoubtedly bypass this detection scheme. Second, running web shells in real-time may cause key nodes/data of the system to be destroyed, and the overall risk is high. The web shell detection method proposed in this paper is based on the static detection of different characteristics of web shell, which can effectively avoid the above defects. Tu et al. [7] and Cui et al. [23] use regular matching and keyword feature matching to identify web shells. Although suspicious scripts can be effectively identified to a certain extent, web shells are usually written in high-level languages. The lexical and syntactic features cannot be fully reflected by regular expressions. The method proposed in this paper comprehensively considers the lexical, syntactic, and abstract features existing in such high-level languages (especially the PHP language) and proposes a heuristic ranking method of features based on the Fisher score, which can detect web shell accurately and efficiently.

3. Methodology

The overview of web shell detection methods is given in Section 3.1. The data preprocessing (including denoising, deredundancy, and clustering by various families) is introduced in Section 3.2.
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describe how to extract and select representative features. The modeling and classification method is discussed in Section 3.5.

3.1. Overview

The method proposed in this paper includes the following four steps, as shown in Figure 1:

1. Use crawlers to collect a large number of web shell scripts on github [24–28]. Perform preprocessing such as denoising, deredundancy, and clustering by various families;
2. Analyze and extract lexical features, syntactic features, and abstract features from web shell;
3. Use Fisher score to rank the importance of the features, and then the best features for subsequent classification are determined through experiments;
4. Given the selected features, train a classifier that can distinguish web shells from benign web scripts by SVM.

![Figure 1. The overview of our method.](image)

3.2. Data Preprocessing

After collecting the relevant web shells from github, all the PHP scripts are extracted first; a total of 1489 PHP web shells were obtained. After that, various techniques for data preprocessing are adopted to improve the quality and formalization of the data samples. Data preprocessing mainly includes the following three categories:

1. Denoise.

First, a script whose length exceeds a certain value is considered. Existing work [22] shows that scripts that are too large, often contain a lot of semantically irrelevant content and noise. We removed scripts with a size of more than 3 MB (it was found through extensive analysis that scripts exceeding this size generally cannot be effectively run) as noise, and a total of 1208 effective scripts were obtained. In addition, some PHP scripts will have a lot of obfuscation and BASE64 (a group of binary-to-text encoding schemes that represent binary data in an ASCII string format by translating it into a radix-64 representation [29]) encoding, which makes the detection method based on static analysis useless. In order to get a clean dataset, UnPHP technology [30] was used to deobfuscate the obfuscation code and BASE64-encoded web shells, and it has also been used in previous work for web shell analysis [21,31]. Finally, 1192 web shells that could be effectively run without timeout were retained.

2. Deredundancy.

In order to remove duplicate web shell scripts, all the scripts are standardized first (i.e., all comments and blank lines are deleted). Secondly, the term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [32] model is used to calculate the text similarity, which is widely adopted in previous work [33]. Additionally, only one copy of all scripts, with a similarity exceeding 95%, is retained. In the end, 1056 effective and executable script files were retained.
(3) Clustering by various families.

Wu et al. [3] divided web shells into three categories according to the function and size of the scripting language: Big Trojan, One Word Trojan, and Small Trojan. However, in this paper, we only considered the Big Trojan for the following two reasons:

1. Small Trojan usually has an upload function only. Attackers generally first obtain upload permission through the Small Trojan and then upload the Big Trojan to the website to perform key functions. The source of malicious behavior is Big Trojan.
2. One Word Trojan needs to be used in conjunction with other tools to perform malicious behavior. Additionally, One Word Trojan is often used at the beginning of the attack. Unlike the Big Trojan, One Word Trojan is rarely used for persistence attacks.

There are a series of variations between web shells. For example, the c99 web shell is renamed c999 after adding the privilege escalation function. At the same time, some function modules in c99 can be found in the Fx29 web shell. It can be found that there is an inheritance relationship between the functional modules between them. Therefore, the idea of transitive closure [34] is used to cluster the similar web shells into one family. That is, if scripts m1 and m2 have a part of the same functional modules and scripts m2 and m3 have a part of the same functional modules, it can be inferred that m1, m2, and m3 are all subordinate to one family. This transfer feature makes it possible to get information about all members of the same family. At the same time, in this process, the corresponding function of the web shell in a family is gradually clear.

To ensure the utility of the provided method, 1056 effective web shells were divided into seven different families, with a clustering threshold of 30%. That is, if 30% of the functional modules are identical between the two web shells, they can be clustered into one family. The final clustering results are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family Name</th>
<th>The Number of Web Shells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c99</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r57</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSO</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B374k</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NST</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCC</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Feature Extraction

Feature extraction will be performed after getting a clean data set. Lexical features, syntactic features, and abstract features are considered based on the semantic content as follows:

1. Lexical features.

Lexical features refer to the way (or frequency) of certain words used in the script. We observe that in malicious web shells, since the attacker needs to accept various commands through the web shell to interact with the victim server, a large number of global variables are needed, and their parameters are combined to perform predefined activities. Since global variables are the main way to provide external data to PHP scripts, malicious web shells tend to use various highly parameterized global variables. Therefore, the number of global variables that can represent information that is received is extracted as features. These features contain $\_GET$ (F1), $\_POST$ (F2), $\_COOKIE$ (F3), $\_REQUEST$ (F4), $\_FILES$ (F5), and $\_SESSION$ (F6). Here, Fx is used to represent the feature.
(2) Syntactic features.

Syntactic features refer to the expressions used by attackers when writing web shell scripts. Before the attacker uploads the web shell, they cannot clearly know the detailed configuration information of the corresponding platform, such as which services are opened by the web server and what the password corresponding to a certain mailbox is. This requires the corresponding web shell to automatically adapt to various operating systems and automatically try to obtain the permissions of related software. For this, the following types of syntactic features are considered.

- The proportion of conditional statements, which represents the percentage of conditional statements in all statements in the script, including if (F7), elseif (F8), else (F9), and case (F10).
- The proportion of looping statements, which represents the percentage of loop statements in all statements in the script, including for (F11), while (F12), and foreach (F13).

(3) Abstract features.

Abstract features represent other relevant features besides lexical features and syntactic features. The most important part is the sensitivity function matching degree, which represents the usage of some keywords in the PHP language, such as the disguise execution function (eval), the file acquisition function (wget, curl, lynx, get, fetch), the reverse connection function (perl, python, gcc, chmod, nohup, nc), and the information collection function (uname, id, ver, sysctl, whoami, $OSTYPE, pwd). These keywords are often used by attackers in web shells to perform some suspicious behavior. This paper considers the existence of the following four functions as abstract features: disguise execution function (F14), file acquisition function (F15), reverse connection function (F16), and information collection function (F17).

In addition, three common features of the maximum length of words in the script (F18), the maximum length of lines in the PHP source code (F19), and information entropy (F20) are also added [35].

In summary, a total of 20 features related to web shell judgment were obtained through feature extraction.

3.4. Feature Selection

During the machine learning phase, features not only affect the convergence speed of the model but also determine the accuracy of the final classification. Further effective feature selection based on feature extraction can reduce the number of features to avoid overfitting and also allow the analyst to have an intuitive understanding of the pros and cons of each feature. The Fisher score has been proven to be a good method for feature selection in related work [36]. The theoretical basis is that the variance of a good feature and all corresponding values of the same class should be as small as possible.

Suppose $u_f$ represents the average value of the $i$-th feature on the dataset, $u_{fk}$ represents the average value of the $i$-th feature in the $k$-th category, $n_k$ represents the number of samples in the $k$-th category, $f_{ijk}$ represents the value of the $j$-th position of the $i$-th feature in the $k$-th category. Then, the Fisher score of the $i$-th feature can be expressed as

$$F(f_i) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{c} n_k (u_{fk} - u_f)^2}{\sum_{k=1}^{c} \sum_{j=k} (f_{ijk} - u_{fk})^2}$$

(1)

The larger the $F(f_i)$ is (it means that the variance of all corresponding values of the corresponding feature in the same class will be smaller), the better the feature is.
3.5. Modeling and Classification

After data preprocessing, feature extraction, and selection, it is necessary to construct a corresponding model for malicious web shell judgment. Aiming at the classification goal, selecting the appropriate classifier in combination with the actual data features will help to improve the discriminative ability of the model. Considering the nonlinear characteristics of the web script feature boundary, the multidimensional characteristics of the features, and the dependency between the web shell features in various dimensions, in this paper, support vector machine (SVM) is chosen as the classifier for the following reasons:

First, due to the complexity of web shell, many normal script files will also behave similarly to web shells, so malicious web shell is not linearly separable when using features to classify it. SVM has multiple kernel functions (e.g., polynomial kernel function and radial basis function) to handle nonlinear separable problems.

Second, 16-dimensional (described in Section 4.3) and multidimensional feature vectors are totally extracted, and related work [36] has shown that SVM has achieved satisfactory results in multidimensional feature classification.

4. Evaluation

The experimental setup and evaluation metric are proposed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The performance of feature selection is introduced in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 discusses how to pick up the best parameters for model training. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 summarize the overall performance and the advantages of the proposed methods.

4.1. Experimental Setup

The malicious web shell sample in this paper mainly comes from github [24–28], and after preprocessing and clustering, there were 1056 effective web shells (as detailed in Section 3.2) in total. For the purpose of binary classification, 1056 normal PHP scripts were downloaded directly from github, which are prestigious and of high rank, based on the number of stars (i.e., the number of stars is higher than 500 on github), for training and validation. The type of selected samples contained Wordpress, Joomla, VBB, Oscommerce, PhpNuke, and Phpbb.

4.2. Evaluation Metric

In terms of accuracy, the following evaluation matrixes are defined:
- **True positive (TP)**, the malicious web shells are accurately marked.
- **False positive (FP)**, the benign web scripts are marked as web shells.
- **True negative (TN)**, the benign web scripts are accurately marked.
- **False negative (FN)**, the malicious web shells are marked benign ones.

In terms of classification accuracy, the following indicators are used to judge the quality of the model. The indicators are defined based on experience, which has been widely used in previous work [37–39].

\[
P_{\text{malicious}} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \\
R_{\text{malicious}} = \frac{TPR = TP}{TP + FN} \\
F_{\text{malicious}} = 2 \times P_{\text{malicious}} \times R_{\text{malicious}}/(P_{\text{malicious}} + R_{\text{malicious}}) \\
P_{\text{benign}} = \frac{TN}{TN + FN} \\
R_{\text{benign}} = \frac{TN}{TN + FP} \\
F_{\text{benign}} = 2 \times P_{\text{benign}} \times R_{\text{benign}}/(P_{\text{benign}} + R_{\text{benign}}) \\
FPR = \frac{FP}{TN + FP}
\]
Accuracy = (TP + TN) / (TP + FP + FN + TN)

Pmalicious, Rmalicious, and Fmalicious represent the precision, recall, and F1-score of malicious web shells, respectively. Pbenign, Rbenign, and Fbenign represent the precision, recall, and F1-score of benign web scripts, respectively. In addition, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is used to represent the overall recognition performance of our method. The ROC curve shows the relationship between the true-positive rate (TPR) and the false-positive rate (FPR) at different classification thresholds, \( \theta \). In particular, the area under the curve (AUC) is used to represent the area enclosed by the ROC curve and the coordinate axis.

### 4.3. The Experiment of Feature Selection

In this paper, the Fisher score is used for feature selection. Before feature selection, all types of features are normalized to the interval of 0–1 to eliminate the impact between different dimensions. In this paper, the min–max normalization method is used, as follows, in Equation (2), where the \( Z_i \) is the normalized result, \( F_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum data of the target feature, and \( F_{\text{min}} \) is the minimum data of the target feature, respectively.

\[
Z_i = \frac{F_i - F_{\text{min}}}{F_{\text{max}} - F_{\text{min}}}
\]

(2)

For each type of normalized feature, the value of the Fisher score and the final classification accuracy (the ratio of the number of samples in the training set to that in the test set is 3:2.) is calculated. The relationship between the Fisher Score and the feature’s impact on the final classification accuracy for all features is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** The relationship between the Fisher score and the feature’s impact on the final classification accuracy for all features.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that if a certain feature does not represent the user’s unique behavior well, then its Fisher score will be close to 0, and the accuracy when using this feature for classification alone will become very low. Conversely, if a feature is very representative, then its Fisher score will be much greater than 0, and the accuracy when using this feature for classification alone will become better. By comparison, it is found that the most important features include four types of functions (i.e., disguise execution function, file acquisition function, reverse connection function, and information collection function) and various highly parameterized global variables (i.e., \$_GET, \$_POST, and \$_COOKIE), while the useless features are “if” and “else” in the conditional sentences.

We also use SVM to demonstrate the effect of the number of selected features. The best parameters of SVM are adopted here (C = 0.8 and \( \gamma = 0.03 \), which are described in Section 4.4). The radial basis function (RBF) kernel is chosen in the experiment. The ratio of the number of samples in the training set
to that in the test set is 3:2 (in particular, 60% samples from each web shell family are selected randomly as malicious ones; similar methods are used to select benign samples). Each result is based on 100 independently repeated trials. Figure 3 shows the accuracy results by extracting different features through SVM. It was observed that the classification accuracy of the SVM classifier achieved 92.1% when the top 16 ranked features were selected by the Fisher score method. It was found that when the number of selected features was smaller than 16, the final accuracy increased as the number increased, and when the number of selected features was larger than 16, the final accuracy decreased as the number increased. Finally, the top 16 ranked features were chosen for our web shell detection.

![Figure 3. Classification accuracy results with different numbers of selected features. Training result by SVM model. Each result is based on 100 independently repeated trials.](image)

To further investigate the effectiveness of feature selection, the Fisher score method was evaluated by adopting different ratios of training and testing sets. The proportions of the training set are 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, and 70% (in particular, samples of the above ratio from each web shell family were randomly selected as malicious samples). After determining the size of the training set, the remaining data were used for testing. In order to eliminate accidental factors, 100 independent trials were carried out for different ratios. Figure 4 depicts the relationship between different percentages of samples for training and classification accuracy. It was observed that classification accuracy with the Fisher score feature selection was better than that without feature selection. In Figure 4, when the training percentage was selected as 20%, the classification accuracy was less than 80%, which demonstrated that our SVM model (the experiment of SVM training is discussed in Section 4.4) was not well trained. When the proportion of the training set was between 20% and 60%, it was obvious that the classification accuracy was enhanced with the increased percentage of the training sets. When the percentage was set to 70% (larger than 60%), the final classification accuracy tended to be stable, which means that 60% of the training data is enough to build a robust model.

Moreover, in order to further illustrate that the selected features can accurately distinguish between normal scripts and malicious scripts, another experiment was conducted by using the dataset of 2112 samples (1056 normal samples and 1056 malicious web shell samples) and 16 features selected by the Fisher score.

For each dimension data of the feature vector, the center point of various scripts (normal ones and web shells) was calculated first, which were denoted as $c_n$ and $c_m$, respectively. Then, the average radius of the Euclidean distance from the corresponding dimension data to the center points $c_n$ and $c_m$ in the data samples of the normal and malicious scripts were recorded as $r_n$ and $r_m$, respectively. Finally, the Euclidean distance between the center points of the normal and malicious scripts was calculated and recorded as $d_{cm,n}$. For the 16 dimensions (features), the final results are shown in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 2 that the values of $r_n$ and $r_m$ are much smaller than $d_{cm,n}$, which shows that the features extracted in this paper can distinguish between normal scripts and web shells.
Figure 4. The relationship between different percentages of samples for training and classification accuracy, with/without feature selection (Fisher score).

Table 2. Cluster separability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r_n$</td>
<td>2.604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_m$</td>
<td>3.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{m,n}$</td>
<td>17.531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4. Model Optimization

In Section 4.3, it can be found that 60% of the training data is enough to build a robust model. In this paper, the dataset is divided into 6:4; that is, 60% of the web shell and normal scripts is used to train the model, and the remaining 40% is used for testing. In order not to lose generality, this paper randomly extracts 60% of the scripts in all family web shells and mixes them with the random samples of 60% of the normal samples as a labeled training set. The advantage of doing this is to ensure that the characteristics of each family can be learned by the classifier. During training, SVM uses the radial basis kernel function because the web shell classification in this paper is a multidimensional nonlinear problem; the use of the radial basis kernel function can quickly and efficiently build a model.

In order to optimize the model, the grid search is used to determine the best parameters for SVM training. In the SVM training phase, the two main parameters that need to be determined are $C$ and $\gamma$, where parameter $C$ is the penalty coefficient. If $C$ becomes larger, it means that the intensity of the punishment becomes larger, resulting in a situation where the model is not flexible enough and the generalization ability becomes weak. Conversely, if $C$ becomes smaller, then the punishment strength will naturally become smaller, and the model is prone to underfitting. Another parameter $\gamma$ determines the distribution of the data after mapping into a new feature space. Similar to the case of parameter $C$, if $\gamma$ is too large, the model does not learn the content of the vector, but only remembers the support vector itself, which leads to a decline in the generalization ability and is prone to overfitting. If $\gamma$ is too small, the data distribution in the new feature space will be too smooth, resulting in underfitting. In this paper, the SVM convergence coefficient is fixed at 0.01, the parameter $\gamma$ is fixed at 0.01, and the change of parameter $C$ and the final classification accuracy of the model is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen from Figure 5 that when the value of the parameter $C$ is 0.8, the classification effect is the best. Similarly, when the SVM convergence coefficient is fixed at 0.01 and the parameter $C$ is fixed at 0.8, the change in parameter $\gamma$ and the final classification accuracy of the model is shown in Figure 6. It can
be seen from Figure 6 that when the value of the parameter $\gamma$ is 0.03, the classification effect is the best. In summary, $C = 0.8$ and $\gamma = 0.03$ are used in this paper.

![Figure 5](image-url)  
**Figure 5.** The relationship between the parameter $C$ and the final classification accuracy of the model.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
**Figure 6.** The relationship between the parameter $\gamma$ and the final classification accuracy of the model.

### 4.5. Overall Performance

Under the optimal parameters, 100 independently repeated experiments were conducted, the average values of TP, FP, TN, and FN finally obtained are shown in Table 3, and the final average values of $P_{\text{malicious}}$, $R_{\text{malicious}}$, $F_{\text{malicious}}$, $P_{\text{benign}}$, $R_{\text{benign}}$, and $F_{\text{benign}}$ are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Web Shells</th>
<th>Benign Scripts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web shells</td>
<td>TP = 402</td>
<td>FN = 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benign scripts</td>
<td>FP = 46</td>
<td>TN = 376</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The average values (with feature selection) of TP, FP, TN, and FN under 100 independently repeated experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>$P_{\text{malicious}}$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{malicious}}$</th>
<th>$F_{\text{malicious}}$</th>
<th>$P_{\text{benign}}$</th>
<th>$R_{\text{benign}}$</th>
<th>$F_{\text{benign}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With feature selection</td>
<td>89.73%</td>
<td>95.26%</td>
<td>92.41%</td>
<td>94.05%</td>
<td>89.10%</td>
<td>91.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without feature selection</td>
<td>85.52%</td>
<td>89.57%</td>
<td>87.50%</td>
<td>89.05%</td>
<td>84.83%</td>
<td>87.48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The average classification results of 100 independently repeated experiments.
As can be seen from the above table, after the 16 most important features were selected, the final recognition results were significantly improved. By deploying the Fisher score, the average Pmalicious, Rmalicious, Fmalicious, Pbenign, Rbenign, and Fbenign, from 85.52%, 89.57%, 87.50%, 89.05%, 84.83%, and 87.48%, were increased to 89.73%, 95.26%, 92.41%, 94.05%, 89.10%, and 91.51%. It can be seen from Table 4 that the recognition rate of web shell (Rmalicious) is 95.26%, and the recognition rate of normal script (Rbenign) is 89.10%. The final classification accuracy of the model is 92.18%. Considering that FN (the malicious web shells marked benign ones) in the web shell detection system is often more critical than FP (that is, the benign web scripts marked as web shells), in practical applications, the classification threshold can be adjusted. For example, on a web server with higher security, the classification threshold can be lowered so that the recognition rate of benign scripts can be appropriately reduced to improve the detection rate of web shells.

To get the ROC curve, we set the threshold value θ from 0 to 1; the step size is 0.01. Under different classification thresholds θ, the average values of TPR and FPR of both web shells and benign scripts were calculated, and the resulting ROC curves with/without feature selection are shown in Figure 7. The resulting AUC values are 0.9257 and 0.8940, respectively. From the usability point of view, the increase in FPR will greatly increase the workload of the web administrator (because the administrator needs to conduct a second screening of real web shells based on a large number of alarms). When it comes to security, the reduction in TPR will cause a greater potential threat to the web platform. Due to the high AUC (with feature selection), our method has sufficient optimization space to balance security and usability in a real-world scenario.

4.6. Comparison with Existing Detectors

In order to reflect the advanced nature of our proposed web shell detection method, it is necessary to compare this method with other existing tools, such as VirusTotal [40], ClamAV [41], LOKI [42], and CloudWalker [43].

VirusTotal can analyze suspicious files to detect types of malware and automatically share them with the security community. It contains, in total, sixty-nine detection engines. In the experiment, as long as any one of the sixty-nine detection engines issues an alarm, it will be considered that the web shell was successfully detected. ClamAV is an open-source antivirus engine for detecting trojans, viruses, malware, and other malicious threats. For any file that needs to be detected, there are two kinds of detection results: one is benign and the other is infected. We extracted all web shells that ClamAV judged to be infected as TP. LOKI offers a simple way to scan malicious files such as MD5/SHA1/SHA256 hashes. The detection results of LOKI include the following four types (arranged according to the degree of maliciousness): benign, notices, warnings, and alerts. We regard notices,
warnings, and alerts as successful detections of web shell. CloudWalker is an open source server security management platform launched by Changting. According to the project plan, it will gradually cover various functions such as server asset management, threat scanning, and web shell detection. At present, the detection results are divided into five levels (one to five). The higher the level, the higher the probability of detecting web shells. In the experiment, the web shell will be judged as a score greater than two.

Furthermore, this paper compares the other two state-of-the-art methods (Tu et al. [7] and Fang et al. [44]) to show the advantage of our detector. Tu et al. [7] utilized optimal threshold values to identify web shells. In the experiment, the best parameters (the malicious signature is set to 0, the malicious function is set to 13, and the longest word is set to 83) defined in [7] are used. Fang et al. [44] considered both the static features (longest string, information entropy, index of coincidence, signature, and blacklist keywords) and PHP opcode sequence features (using the PHP VLD extension) to detect web shells. The above two state-of-the-art methods were reimplemented by using their tools and parameters. Table 5 shows the detection rate (TPR) of various advanced web shell detectors for web shells of different families. All the results are based on the average of 100 independently repeated experiments. It can be seen from the table that the overall detection rate of our method is better than other detectors. The detection rates of our method for web shells of c99, r57, WSO, B374K, NST, NCC, and Crystal families are 96.92%, 98.99%, 88.89%, 100%, 97.44%, 85.29%, and 87.88%, respectively. For the existing tools, the detection rates of VirusTotal (second place) are only 92.31%, 93.94%, 88.89%, 97.62%, 92.31%, 52.94%, and 48.48%, respectively. Among them, the detection rate of web shells of c99 and r57 families by all types of detectors is generally high because these two types of web shells are the most common. For this reason, most detectors contain a prior knowledge of these two types of web shells (such as signatures and regular features) so as to achieve higher detection rates. At the same time, it was found that VirusTotal and CloudWalker can have a higher detection rate on the families of WSO and B374K than that of ClamAV and LOKI. The main reason is CloudWalker combines four different detection engines and VirusTotal is composed of sixty-nine different detection engines. The coverage of these two detectors is somewhat higher than that of other detectors. In addition, through comparison, it can be found that ClamAV, LOKI, and CloudWalker have a lower detection rate for web shells of the three families NST, NCC, and Crystal; the reason is that the web shells of these three families are not as popular as the previous ones, and the features are not well included in these detectors, which result in a low detection rate. Overall, the detection rates of VirusTotal, ClamAV, LOKI, and CloudWalker are 86.26%, 55.69%, 62.56%, and 73.46%, respectively. For the state-of-the-art methods, it can be found that the method proposed by Fang et al. is much better than that of Tu et al. The main reason is that (1) PHP opcode sequence features can represent the malicious web scripts effectively, and (2) the threshold defined by Tu et al. is easily compromised by sophisticated attackers. Our method does not use the opcode sequence features because extra costs may be incurred to adopt the transformation tool (i.e., the PHP VLD extension used in [44]). Additionally, the detection rate of our method reaches 95.26%, which is much higher than other detectors.

Table 5. Comparison average in TPR results of various advanced web shell detectors and different web shell families. All the results are based on the average of 100 independently repeated experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>c99</th>
<th>r57</th>
<th>WSO</th>
<th>B374K</th>
<th>NST</th>
<th>NCC</th>
<th>Crystal</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our method</td>
<td>96.92%</td>
<td>98.99%</td>
<td>88.89%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>97.44%</td>
<td>85.29%</td>
<td>87.88%</td>
<td>95.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VirusTotal</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
<td>93.94%</td>
<td>88.89%</td>
<td>97.62%</td>
<td>92.31%</td>
<td>52.94%</td>
<td>48.48%</td>
<td>86.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClamAV</td>
<td>83.08%</td>
<td>83.84%</td>
<td>37.78%</td>
<td>26.19%</td>
<td>20.51%</td>
<td>17.65%</td>
<td>6.06%</td>
<td>55.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOKI</td>
<td>86.15%</td>
<td>87.88%</td>
<td>51.11%</td>
<td>52.38%</td>
<td>17.95%</td>
<td>26.47%</td>
<td>12.12%</td>
<td>62.56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudWalker</td>
<td>95.38%</td>
<td>93.94%</td>
<td>91.11%</td>
<td>90.48%</td>
<td>15.38%</td>
<td>17.65%</td>
<td>6.06%</td>
<td>73.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu et al.</td>
<td>94.17%</td>
<td>96.76%</td>
<td>62.50%</td>
<td>54.72%</td>
<td>72.45%</td>
<td>54.76%</td>
<td>63.86%</td>
<td>79.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fang et al.</td>
<td>96.31%</td>
<td>87.57%</td>
<td>94.64%</td>
<td>93.40%</td>
<td>83.67%</td>
<td>82.14%</td>
<td>85.54%</td>
<td>92.99%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusions

Nowadays, web shell detection is important in the context of increasing levels of malicious attacks on web servers around the world. This paper proposes a web shell detection method based on multiview feature fusion.

**The advantages of our work:** First, lexical features, syntactic features, and abstract features that can effectively represent PHP web shells are integrated and extracted from multiple levels. Second, in order to determine the features that are reasonable for classification, a Fisher scoring mechanism is used to rank the importance of the features, and then the sixteen best features for subsequent classification are determined through experiments. Finally, the optimized SVM \((C = 0.8 \text{ and } \gamma = 0.03)\) is used to distinguish web shells from benign web scripts. Our method has achieved satisfactory classification accuracy on large-scale data sets. The total accuracy (combining all the web shells and benign scripts) is 92.18%, and 95.26% of web shells can be detected successfully, which is better than the state-of-the-art web shell detection tools and methods.

**The disadvantages and future work:** First, the coverage of our method needs to be improved. Our future work is to study the mechanism of web shells with other languages, such as JSP, ASP, and Python. Our goal is to find a general way to detect different types of web shells, e.g., using a system log [45] to detect web shells in real-time. Second, the feature engineering can be improved. The features used in this paper are mostly statistical-based. Our future work is to use deep neural networks to extract and select features automatically, e.g., using auto-encoding and decoding [46].
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